signals is a significant problem as long as wearable robots is concerned. In this paper, a coarse-to-fine algorithm, named as Hierarchical Projected Regression, is proposed to estimate the torque of elbow by the surface EMG signals from human's arm. HPR is learned based on a clinical dataset. First, the real torque distribution can be clustered by k-means algorithm. Meanwhile, the EMG signals are divided into multi-clusters corresponding to the partitions of torque dataset. Then, a projected matrix is derived based on the criterion of Linear Discriminant Analysis, by which the low dimensional features are extracted from the original high dimensional EMG. Finally, the process extends to multi-level tree algorithm based on the hierarchical variance reduction of individual torque cluster. The experimental results show the high accuracy and efficiency of this novel method.
INTRODUCTION
Exoskeletons, as a kind of wearable robot, recently get extensively researched and mostly applied in the domain of rehabilitation in home and empowering stress in military. Whatever the role of wearable robot is, exoskeleton robot is grounded on a large proportion of the torque control [1] . The EMG signal, generated from the surface muscles' contraction, usually happens before the effects can be directly measured by physical sensors. In this scenario, EMG signals perform fine real time character and can become the interface of humanmachine system. By using EMG signals, wearable robots can achieve desired flexibility and compliance because the inherent consciousness of human will maintain to the maximum extent.
Generally, there are two kinds of approaches to predict the joint torque when EMG signals are employed as the inputs. One is modeling the muscles by identifying several parameters and then the models, such as Huxley and Hill model, are used to estimate muscle forces and joint moments [2] [3] [4] [5] . The other, is to map the EMG signals directly to the output, i.e., the torque, without the process of modeling. The latter is one of datadriven approaches, such as artificial neural network, status space model, support vector machine (SVM), and non-linear regression [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . This paper focuses on the latter method.
The greatest challenge for understanding EMG signals is their non-stationary and nonlinearity. Raw signals are usually sampled with a constant frequency. Then the torque prediction becomes an intractable issue because of its high dimensional inputs, i.e., a segment of time series. Many researchers analyze the relations between the EMG statistics, first order or second order, and the torque [10] . Their studies show the violent nonlinearity of EMG signals. Consequently, several nonlinear regression formulations have been proposed and tested [9] . Some other nonlinear methods are also studied [5, 6] , as well as some recent methods for this problem, such as Gaussian process regression [11] and Bayesian regression [12] . Unfortunately, methods mentioned above can not solve the challenging problem properly. This paper proposes a novel hierarchical algorithm to estimate the joint torque of the upper limb in dynamic conditions. The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II will briefly review some related work on joint torque prediction. Hierarchical projected regression algorithm will be introduced in Section III. Section IV describes the experimental details and the corresponding analysis. A concise conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Nonlinear Regression
This method is a variation of the linear regression. For convenience, the linear regression method will be explained in the following. Its formulation can be written as (1) , where x represents the EMG signals, y represents the torque. The parameters of the naïve model, w, can be estimated from the observational dataset. 
However, the relation between y and x is nonlinear rather than linear in real-world dataset, i.e., y= f(x,w), and more specially, f(.) is a nonlinear combination of the parameters and depends on the independent variables. Through a suitable transformation of the model formulation, nonlinear regression can be moved to a linear domain. For example, Khalil et al [9] tested six models of nonlinear regression about the torque estimation. But the basic function prototype is necessary to be This work was supported in part by National Natural Science Foundation of China under grant 60705028 and Natural Science Foundation of Liaoning Province, China. assumed previously which leads to an unstable solution in practice.
B. Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is one of the black-box models dealing with the mapping from multi-inputs to multioutputs. Generally, it has three layers, i.e., input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Some kind of activation function simulating the mechanism of human neurons, usually nonlinear, transfers the information flow from the input layer to the hidden layer, and gets the output layer. From this viewpoint, ANN is a combination of many nonlinear functions. Lin et al [5] designed a four-layer neural network, including two hidden layers, to estimate the activation of ten muscles. An algorithm named adjusted back-propogation is proposed to conquer the immeasurability of supervised information. Similarly, Gopura et al [6] proposed a fuzzy-neuro mapping from EMG signal to joint torque. Nevertheless, ANN is not satisfactory in real time processing because it is timeconsuming especially on large training dataset.
III. HIERARCHICAL PROJECTED REGRESSION
Hierarchical Projected Regression (HPR) is a coarse-to-fine method with a hierarchical form, known as multi branches tree. The training dataset is
, where i x represents EMG signals corresponding to the known torque i y .
Here, both i x and i y are preprocessed. The following subsections will discuss how to construct the HPR tree.
A. Basic Structure of HPR
The tree generates from an empty root initially. Each node in the tree has not more than q child nodes except leaf nodes. See Fig. 1 . A transfer matrix, denoting by A and being stored in each non-leaf nodes, will project the original EMG samples to a lower feature space. Each non-leaf node also stores the mean and the covariance of a subset that is a partition of its parent node. As far as the torque retrieving is concerned, the searching from the root to the nearest neighbour is fast, with the complexity of O(d*log(l)) [14] , where d is the dimension of i x and l is the depth of the tree.
B. Nodes Generation in the Tree
The dataset of each node spans an approximated Gaussian distribution. To achieve a fine Gaussian distribution, k-means clustering process is used to divide the dataset and obtain the initial labels of each group of EMG. With the help of the pseudo labels, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is adopted to calculate the optimal projected transfer matrix A. The criterion of LDA, as shown in (2)- (4), maximizes the separation between clusters as well as minimizing the scatter within individual clusters. 
This approach is different from Incremental Hierarchical Discriminant Regression (IHDR) [14] which only combines the centers of each cluster as a substitution of A and is never optimal. Fig. 2 shows the pseudo codes about how to get an individual node for HPR. The node will spawn q child nodes when certain conditions are satisfied. If the number of the samples in the partition is larger than the given threshold and the resolution in torque space is lower than the given bound, the node goes on spawning. Otherwise stop spawning. The resolution is defined as a distance δ, Step 1: Initialize the labels randomly for torque samples.
Step 2: Torque data are clustered by k-means algorithm. The EMG data are assigned with the corresponding k labels.
Step 3: According to the labels, EMG data are divided into k partitions. Using the LDA algorithm, a projected matrix, A, can be derived by solving the generalized eigenvalue problems.
Step 4: Calculate the lower features, z=A T x, as well as the lower dimensional centers.
Step 5: Update the labels of EMG samples employing the lower features.
If the labels maintain unchanged or the iteration gets maximum, jump out of the iteration. Otherwise, return to Step 2.
where y is the mean of the cluster.
C. Retrieving the Torque in Leaf Node
After the HPR tree is constructed, it can be used to predict the torque of a given testing EMG. In fact, the retrieving process is to calculate the lower dimensional projection and meanwhile searching the nearest neighbour. The Mahalbonis distance d i is used to find the nearest neighbour between the testing EMG and the ith child node.
( ) ( ) (6) where , ,
x x Σ are all low dimensional features. So d i is calculated efficiently to find the nearest neighbour in child nodes and it will be activated recursively. In a certain level of the tree, p nodes are retrieved in parallel. Then p*q Mahalbonis distances are compared in their child nodes. Then p optimal children, i.e., nearest neighbours, are selected as elite nodes for recursion. The process stops when it comes to the leaf nodes of the tree. The nearest node, from the view of minimal distance, is caught as the mostly matching leaf in which the mean of the torque outputs as the demanding.
IV. TORQUE PREDICTION
A. The Samples for Training
The EMG signals of biceps are sampled by a single channel with frequency of 1024Hz as can be seen Fig. 3(a) . An angle sensor which is mounted on the exoskeleton's elbow supplies the joint angle, θ , for torque calculation. See Fig. 3(b) . First of all, the subject initially grasps the loads and makes the arm at perpendicular status. Second, the subject flexes the arm to the high position and then ex-flexes to the original position. This testing process repeats three times before it stops. Two different loads, 1.92kg and 3.23kg, are tested again respectively. During this process, EMG signals are recorded as well as the joint angles. So the torque can be calculated with (7). 
where m and 0 m represent the mass of the loads and the exoskeleton, respectively. L is the length of the exoskeleton arm. τ is the torque. (The friction effect is ignored.)
B. Data Filtering and Slipping Window
Raw signals should be fed to the digital filters before the HPR tree is trained. A set of filters includes a high-pass filter (cutoff frequency 20Hz), a notch filter (50Hz), a full wave rectification and a low-pass filter (cutoff frequency 3Hz) [1] . Last but not the least, the data should be normalized with variance of one and means of zero. All the filters are Butterworth with fourth order. The width of the data window is 128 dimensions while the slipping width between two consecutive windows is 32 dimensions. See Fig. 4 .
C. Torque Prediction
This section presents the trained results of the HPR tree as well as several predicting results. Here, the data length of the load 1.92kg is 64798, while the length of load 3.23kg is 71340. Five sixth of them are fed to train the tree with a randomly disrupted order and the left are fed to be tested with a normal order as being sampled. All the outputs utilize the same slipping-average filters as shown in (8) . Generally, we select K=8.
The prediction results are shown in Fig. 5 . The parameters that affect the predicting performance are discussed in our experiments.
• The slipping window width. We generally compare the effects of different width of the slipping windows when the EMG signals are learned in the HPR tree. As shown in Fig. 6 (a) , the prediction shows smoother than that in Fig. 5(a) , due to the larger width of the slipping window.
• The incremental width for the slipping window. We enhance the novel data in the slipping window as shown in Fig. 7 . The prediction demonstrates the much more bias.
• Different loads. Fig. 8 shows the results of different loads 3.23kg. It uncovers that HPR is robust even if the dynamic loads is imposed on the elbow.
Different results under various parameters are listed in Table I . The predictions gets optimal points (minimal Max. Err. and RMS) when the slipping window width is 128 and the incremental width is 32 whatever the loads is 1.92kg or 3.23kg.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a hierarchical projected regression algorithm for the prediction of elbow joint torque using the arm EMG signals. The HPR tree is trained with the clinical data. First, the training dataset is clustered in the torque space so the EMG can also get labels. Then, the LDA algorithm is used to calculate the dimension reduction projection, which is derived from the optimal objective. In order to refine the features of the individual cluster, each cluster spawns a number of offspring nodes by reducing the torque variance. The HPR tree prediction proves to be correct and accurate by the experimental results. The method can be easily used in other machine-learning fields with high dimensional data.
However, the accuracy of the torque prediction in this method is unsatisfactory when the prediction comes to mixed loads in our experiment scheme. One of the critical reasons is that we only consider single channel of EMG signals which probably could not reflect the real information. This uncovers that torque can not be exactly estimated by the single muscle. In the future, our work will consider more muscles contributing to the torque in order to improve the accuracy. 
